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SAN DIEGO / SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CARNIVAL GLASS CONVENTION AUCTION

SATURDAY, MARCH 9,1996 - 9:30 A.M.
Four Points Hotel by Sheraton

Bakersfield, OA

Seeck Auctions is pleased to be back in Bakersfield for the 2nd Annual San Diego/Southem California Carnival Glass
Convention. We've brought a nice selection of glass from the Gail Westphall collection of 8. California and also included
Is the collection of Bruce & Rhonda Olson from Minnesota. We are looking forward to our first trip out West with our son,
Gannon James. The convention will sure to be another success. Hope to see you all there!

Call the Hotel direct for room reservations: 805-325-9700.

San Diego / Southern Calif. Convention information: Contact President Robby Robertson at 805-482-3473.
Terms: Cash or Check with proper I.D.

WRITE-IN BID POLICY

1. Write-in bids will be accepted by sending the numbers of the item(s) desired and the amount bid on each to: Seeck
Auctions, PO Box 377, Mason City, Iowa 50402.

2. If known by Auction Company, bids may be done over the telephone. (515)424-1116.
3. There is a $5 handling charge for each successful bid. Shipping and insurance charges are additional.
4. Bidders will be notified by a phone call if their bid(s) are successful. This call will be made 1-3 days after the auction

is over.

5. Please have all bids in by Saturday, March 2nd. All bids (by mail or phone) after this date may not be carried out.
6. If you do not receive an item that sold for less than your bid, assume we cancelled your bid because the piece of

glass had below average color, manufacture problem, damage or was not listed correctly.
7. To receive price lists send: $20 ~ for this auction and next 7 auctions

$5 ~ for only this auction or inidividual auction (please specify)
Send to the above address.
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Vintage fernery - blue
Grape & Cable ruffled hat shape - purple
Butterflies bon bons (2) - green - choice
N's Wide Panel 11" Mid-size funeral vase -

marigold
Peach & Pear banana boat shaped bowl -
marigold
Question Mark compote - amethyst
Leaf Rays nappy - peach opal
Imperial Grape ruffled bowl - purple
Grape Delight rosebowls (2) - purple -
choice

. Wishbone & Spades chop plate - purple
- super pretty item, very rare &
desirable

Wishbone & Spades 6" plate - purple -
super & scarce
Vintage large 3 in 1 edge bowl - blue -
pretty
Constellation ruffled compote - white
M'burg Primrose ruffled bowl - amethyst

. File & Fan round compote - marigold on
milk glass

.IMorning Glory 13" funeral vase - purple
- super pretty, 10" wide mouth f ̂

. Grape Leaves ruffled bowl - green
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Fenton's Grape & Cable ftd ruffled bowl -
lime green - has light marigold overlay
Fenton's Grape & Cable ftd ruffled bowl -
marigold
Fenton's Grape & Cable ftd ruffled bowl -
blue

Fenton's Grape & Cable ftd ruffled bowl -
green

Butterfly & Berry 7 pc. berry set - blue -
very pretty set
Grape & Cable hatpin holders (2) -
purple - sold choice, holders are hot
Peter Rabbit 9" plate - green -
spectacular color on this rare plate,
does have a minor pinpoint on base,
insignificant on a piece such as this,
Wowl

Stippled Rays PCE 10" bowl - purple -
very pretty

Nautilus sugar bowl - purple - signed &
pretty
Mary Ann three hdid loving cup -
marigold, extremely rare piece w/3
handles

Wild Blackberry 3 in 1 edge bowl - green -
scarce pattern
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Fenton's Grape & Cable ruffled fruit bowl
w/Persian Medallion interior - green -
small heat check In base

Fenton's Grape & Cable ruffled fruit bowl
w/Persian Medallion interior - marigold
Diamond Points 6 1/2" squatty vase -
amethyst
Four Pillars 11" vases (2) - aqua opal -
choice

Four Pillars 11" vase - purple - chip on
foot

Orange Tree shaving mug - aqua - very
rare mug

Orange Tree shaving mug - blue
Stag & Holly large ftd ruffled bowl -
aqua - very rare bowl, nice
Tree Trunk elephant's foot 12" funeral
vase - purple - extremely rare vase, fat
& squatty, a must for vase collectors
Greek Key ruffled bowl - green
Greek Key ruffled bowl - marigold - pretty
Holly 9" plate - green - very rare plate &
quite pretty
Holly 9" plate - marigold
Grape & Cable table set - purple -
choice 'W—- l5h
Two Flowers large ruffled ftd bowl -
marigold
N's Bushel Basket - aqua opal - nice
N's Bushel Basket - amethyst
N's Bushel Basket - marigold - small nick
on edge
N's Bushel Basket - blue - small nick on

edge
Petal & Fan large size ruffled bowl -
purple - very neat bowl
N's Butterfly bon bon - amethyst - minor
nick on base

N's Butterfly bon bon - green
Rose Show 9" plate - ice green - super
pretty, extremely rare, a top piece in
this auction

. Acanthus chop plate - marigold

. Poppy pickle dish - blue - electric

. Buzz Saw small cruet - green - very

scarce item, minor nick on stopper, but
does yours have a stopper?

. Holly ruffled compote - aqua - scarce
color, marigold overlay

. Holly ruffled compote - amber - very
scarce color & pretty
. Stippled & Banded Grape & Cable fruit
bowl' blue - very rare color & very
pretty
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April Showers 12'^ases (2) - blue -
choice

April Showers 11" vases (2) - amethyst -
choice

Ski Star tri-cornered crimped edge dome
ftd bowl - peach opal
Grape & Cable 9 pc. water set -
amethyst - always in demand
Chrysanthemum large ftd ruffled bowl -
green - rare color & pretty, cracked
Weeping Cherries dome ftd ruffled bowl -
marigold
Rose Show ruffled bowl - ice green -

very rare item, has 2 minor nicks on
roses -)- ( CA

Rose Show ruffled bowl - aqua opal -
has epoxy on base
Rose Show ruffled bowl - marigold -
super example, dark & pretty
Holly 3 in 1 edge bowl - green - very
pretty
Beaded Basket - white - scarce

Banded Grape & Cable banana boat -
blue - very rare item, pretty
Drapery candy dish - purple
Drapery candy dish - white
Grape & Cable covered compote -
purple - always desired item, scarce
Captive Rose 3 in 1 edge bowl - green
Captive Rose 3 in 1 edge bowl - blue
Fine Rib 11" vase - lime green - has
marigold overlay
Blackberry miniature compote - blue
Blackberry miniature compotes (2) -
marigold - choice
Blackberry miniature compote - green -
base has been ground
Rose Tree ruffled bowl - blue -

extremely rare item, a top piece in this
auction, very seldom sold, pretty!

, Wishbone ftd ruffled bowl - purple
, Wishbone ftd ruffled bowl - marigold
, Peacock at the Fountain ruffled fruit

bowl - blue - very rare bowl & not often
sold!

, Dragon & Lotus IC shaped bowl - blue -
pretty

. Rustic 7" vase - white - pretty

. Pulled Loop 11 '* vase - aqua - super
pretty, very rare color, neat!

. Pulled Loop 12" vase - peach opal - nice

. Cherry Circles bon bon - blue - card tray
shaped

. April Showers 8" squatty vase - green



9nc) 89. Inverted Strawberry cuspidor - marigold
- rare & desirable, pretty

5od_ 90. Butterfly & Berry water pitcher &
tumbler - marigold - dark & pretty

91. Singing Birds mug - blue
92. Singing Birds mug - amethyst

^ 93. Singing Birds mug - marigold
94. Peacock at the Fountain 8 pc. punch

set - purple - very rare set & nice, a
collector's favorite pattern & shape

^ 95. Pony ruffled bowl - marigold
96. Three Fruits spt ftd ruffled bowl -

amethyst
97. Floral & Grape 7 pc. water set - amethyst
98. Fine Cut & Roses rosebowl - green - nice
99. Fine Cut & Roses rosebowls (2) -

amethyst - choice ^10
100. Butler Brother's catalog reprint

/<^ 101. Blackberry Open Edge ruffled basket -
powder blue

/9 s 102. Blackberry Open Edge ruffled basket -
^ white - very rare color for this piece
103. Peacocks ruffled bowl - amethyst -

nice

/j-^/104. Illusion bon bon - blue

535 122

^00 105. Embroidered Mums ruffled bowl - pale
lavender - a super nice bowl

106. Embroidered Mums ruffled bowl -

.  marigold - dark 8i super, hot pink irid.
107. Persian Medallion bon bon - aqua -

y  scarce item, nice
95^108. Persian Medallion bon bon - marigold

109. Persian Medallion bon bon - blue - card

tray shaped
■<SD 110. Grape & Cable 8 pc. punch set - purple

- very nice set, pretty & matching
^60 111. Wild Rose ftd bowl - purple

112. Good Luck ruffled bowl w/BW back -
green - has large repaj^ on edge

113. Good Luck ruffled bowl w/ribbed back
^  - blue - very nice example

114. Good Luck ruffled bowl w/BW back -
^  amethyst

(9^115. Good Luck ruffled bowl w/BW back -
marigold

116f. 10 different hatpins - dark - sold p.
^  choice, some of these are scarce '

117. Amarylis miniature 3 sided compote -
amethyst - scarce

.118. Amarylis miniature 3 sided compote -
marigold - scarce

.119. Jeweled Heart large ruffled bowl - peach
opal - pretty

c^lT) 120. Lotus & Grape bon bon - aqua - very
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scarce color for this piece, beautiful
Lotus & Grape bon bon - marigold
Beaded Cable rosebowl - aqua opal -
scarce

Beaded Cable rosebowl - blue - always in
demand
Beaded Cable rosebowl - marigold
Beaded Cable rosebowl - green - nice
Beaded Cable rosebowl - purple - nice
Beaded Cable rosebowl - custard - not
camival
Beaded Cable rosebowl w/Rayed interior
- amethyst
Hearts & Flowers ruffled bowl - aqua
opal - extremely rare bowl, very seldom
sold or found in this color, has opal
tips, nice
Hearts & Flowers ruffled bowl - aqua -
also extremely rare, not many around,
a Hearts & Flowers collector's dream,
beautiful
Rococco vase - marigold - perfect &
pretty
N's Basket of Roses bon bon - purple -
very rare pattern, not often sold
N's Basket of Roses bon bon -
marigold - ditto to 132, minor nick on
edge, super
Rustic 10" vase - green
Rustic 10" CRE vase - blue
Grape & Cable large size fruit bowl
purple - very hard to get & nice
Footed perfumes w/flor^ stoppers (2) -
marigold - choice
Stippled Grape & Cable PCE bowl -
blue - very scarce bowl, electric & nice
Stippled Grape & Cable PCE bowl -
marigold - scarce w/stippling
Flowers & Frames dome ftd ruffled bowl -
purple - spectacular electric irid., small *>
chip (^n backside of rim
Singing Birds 7 pc. water set - green -
super set, outstanding
Blackberry Open Edge deep ruffled
basket - amethyst
Blackberry Open Edge deep ruffled
basket - blue
Blackberry Open Edge deep ruffled
basket - green
Blackberry Open Edge deep ruffled
basket - marigold
Tree Trunk mid-size funeral vases (2) -
purple - outstanding matching pair,
have blue irid., nicei ' I



147. Holly ruffled bowl - green - super, but
minor nick on edge

5^ 148. Holly ruffled bowl - marigold
149. Holly ruffled bowl - pastel marigold

gQ6150. Fenton's Grape & Cable flared out ftd
fruit bowl - blue - very pretty & scarce
shape

151. Grape & Cable spt ftd ruffled bowl -
pastel marigold - soft

152. Lotus & Grape IC shaped bowl -
Persian blue - extremely rare color &
very

desirable

153. Bells & Beads crimped edge ruffled bowl
/  - purple - pretty

|jtz154. Blossomtlme ruffled compote -
marigold

3^ ISS.Cobblestone ruffled bowl - purple -
X  pretty & rare

22^156. Camival Hobstar table set - marigold -
.  butterdish has minor damage

7S 157. Leaf Chain IC shaped bowl - white
X<t>158i Beaded Bullseye 11" vase - purple -

y  super '^<^1
/0> . 1590 Beaded Bullseye 11" vase - marigold
7< 160. Sunflower spt ftd ruffled bowl - green

161. Dragon & Lotus collar based ruffled bowl
- marigold

3^ 162. Grape & Cable master IC bowl - purple
- very popular Item

2^jO 163. Grape & Cable master IC bowl -
marigold - spectacular

164. Open Rose 9" plate - green
/ACO 165.1910 Detroit Elks ruffled bowl - blue -

^  electric color, very rare & desirable
7o 166. Peacock & Dahlia IC shaped bowl -

marigold
167. Persian Garden 6" plate - marigold - nice

& dark

TTbO 168. Peacock & Grape 9" plate • marigold -
very strong color, scarce & highly

^  desirable
GS 169. Circle Scroll JIP hatshape - marigold -

unusual shape
3C)0170. Wreath Cherry 7pc. banana boat shaped,

berry set - amethyst
.171. Target 4 3/4" fat squatty vase - peach

opal - short r.
.172. Drapery 8" vase - aqua opal - rare^^^^^

vase, lots of opal, normal feet '
^173. Drapery 7" vase - marigold - nick on foot
174. Two Flowers deep large ft bowl - blue

(^ir, 174a. Birmingham Age Herald ruffled bowl -
amethyst - extremely rare & pretty

2^^

_2^175. Tree Trunk 10 1/2" vases P) - amethyst -
.  choice

75 176. Tree Trunk 10 1/2" vases (2) - green -
choice

Grape & Cable giant ruffled compote -
amethyst - very scarce Item

.178. Basketweave Open Edge JIP shaped
basket - dark amber - very rare color &
shape, almost looks red

2^1794 Basketweave Open Edge ruffled
basket - red - very desirable

.180. Basketweave Open Edge ruffled
.  basket - dark aqua

181. Basketweave Open Edge ruffled basket-
vaseline

.182. Basketweave Open Edge 2 sided up
basket - black amethyst
Basketweave Open Edge square basket
- marigold

ero 184. Orange Tree Orchard 4 pc. water set -
blue - rare set

2>0^ 185. Orange Tree Orchard 6 pc. water set -
^  marigold - rare set

186. Grape & Cable sweetmeat whimsey -
^  amethyst
187. Holly & Berry tri-comered nappy - peach

opal
188. Tree Trunk 6" squatty vase - green - nice
189. Imperial Grape 7 pc. wine set - marigold -

has Golden Harvest stopper
;9><OOl90. Poppy Show 9" plate - blue - electric &

super, a highly desired plate, a top
piece In this auction

-^2-191. Poppy Show 9" plate - ice blue - broken
in half, excellent repair

2^.
^ 183.

Ml

Kb 192. Cherry Chain 6" plate - marigold - nice
193. Concord ruffled bowl - green - super &

In high demand

V (^/O 194.J^ustrallan Emu large ruffled bowl -
purple - very scarce & nice

/h6() 195. Heart & Vine "Specters Department
Store" 9" plate - marigold - very nice
lettered piece of carnival

.196. Lined Lattice 8" vase - purple -
^  outstanding

XIS 197. Drapery rosebowl - blue - very rare
rosebowl, nice

/o:^198. Peacock & Grape IC shaped bowl - blue
199. Leaf Chain 7" ruffled bowl - blue

200. Grape & Cable 9" plate w/plain back -
y  purple - super example, flat
201. Grape & Cable 9" plate w/BW back -

green - also very nice
.202. Stippled Petals dome ftd ruffled bowl -32
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peach opal
Six Petal ruffled bowl - white

Six Petal ruffled bowl - peach opal -
pretty

Blackberry Spray ruffled hat -
amberlna opal - very rare piece,

magnlficant

Little Fishes large ruffled bowl - marigold
- strong color
Little Fishes ruffled s^ce - marigold -
good color '
Fern Brand chocolates advertising
card tray shaped dish - amethyst- very
desiable piece of advertising
Inverted Feather cracker jar - green - tiny
rim nicl^

Persian Medallion chop plate - blue -

one of the better examples, very rare
Strawberry PCE bowl - amethyst - very
nice

Mikado ruffled compote - green -
gorgeous, has some manufacture
flaws, I've seen flaws in this piece

before

Good Luck PCE bowl - marigold -

paste! & pretty

Good Luck PCE bowl - purple
Birds & Cherries card tray shaped bon
bon - blue

Strawberry ruffled bowl - marigold
Heart & Vine ruffled bowl - blue

Orange Tree powder jar - blue - minor
nicks on lid

Wishbone PCE large bowl - green -
very scarce

Fruits & Flowers bon bon - blue

N's Blackberry & Rays ruffled compote
- green - very rare compote, one you

seldom seel

Two Fruits divided bon bon - blue

Raspberry water pitcher & 1 tumbler -
green - tumbler sold separate,'7i]ceN s-q
Coral ruffled bowl - marigold - very

dark & nice

Colonial Lady vase - marigold - very,
very nice & very rare
Strawberry 9" plate - amethyst - engraved
"H.W." on the front

Stippled Three Fruits spt ftd ruffled bowl -
marigold - minor nick.on knob of foot,
dark

Tornado small size vase - purple - nice
Waterlily master berry bowl - marigold -
dark & beautiful
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Orange Tree ruffled bowl - amethyst
Vintage 9" Sin 1 edge bowl - amethyst
Vintage small epergne - marigold - very
nice scarce

Vintage small epergne - blue - scarce
Helsey Paneled goblet shaped vase -
marigold - "Hale Bath House, Hot Springs
Ark. 1903" etching
Coin Dot 3 in 1 edge bowl- peach opal -
rare color

Grape & Cable small size fruit bowl -
amethyst - very nice
Orange Peel footed sherbert - peach
opal - don't remember seeing one
before

Rose Show Variant ruffled bowl -

marigold - extremely rare & pretty,
much rarer then Rose Show

Plaid ruffled bowl - marigold - very
desirable, better then average

Pinecone 6" plate - marigold - very
much in demand f ^''
Butterfly & Berry master berry bowl -
amethyst - very rare color, minor nick ©n
toe

Grape & Cable PCE bowl - marigold
Horse Medallion 7" plate - marigold -
very scarce & highly desirable
Chrysanthemum large size IC shaped
footed bowl - marigold - pretty
Orange Tree standard size mug - purple -
scarce color, silvery A

-246. Orange Tree standard size mug - bluel) ^
ji-247.
55 248.
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SV) 254.

3^255.
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Orange Tree standard size mug - powder
blue - marigold overlay
Orange Tree standard size mug -
marigold
Stippled Grape & Cable "Old Rose
Distillery" advertising 9" plate - green -
very nice and scarce
Hearts & Flowers ruffled compote - ice
blue - rare color, extremely desirable,
nice

Grape Arbor water pitcher & tumbler -
marigold - tumbler sold separate -^^2^
Poppy Show ruffled bowl - marigold -
an excellent example, nice
Ragged Robin 3 in 1 edge bowl -
marigold - scarce & nice
Cosmos & Cane covered butterdish -

white - very rare butterdish, extra nice
Corinth 9" JIP vase - amethyst
Grape & Cable 6" plate - amethyst -
scarce
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-3.^ 257. Persian Medallion hair receiver - blue -
has square top, nice

.258. Luster Rose ftd fernery - violet - a blueish
purple?
Vintage 7" plate - blue - nice
Thistle 3 in 1 edge bowl - green - lacks ̂
irid.'

Fern ruffled compote - green - nice
Leaf Column 11" vase - marigold
Five Hearts rosebowl - marigold -1 of 2
that I know of, nice color & extremely
desirable

Target 12" vase - peach opal - opal tips
Orange Tree hatpin holder - blue - hatpin
holders are hot!

Scroll Embossed deep round bowl -
purple
Fisherman's mug - amethyst'L/iip
Grape & Cable 10" ruffled bowl -
amethyst ^
Grape & Cable ruffled sauces (2)^^^
amethyst
Fenton's Grape & Cable fruit bowl
w/plain interior - amethyst - very scarce
item

Fenton's Grape & Cable fruit bowl
w/plain interior - blue - also scarce
Grape Arbor ruffled hat - blue - electric,
made from tumbler

Basketweave Open Edge large size, 2
sides up basket - ice blue - very rare
color & shape

274. Basketweave Open Edge large size
ruffled basket - ice green - also very
rare

275. Dugan Cherries 3 in 1 edge ftd bowl -
black amethyst - has Daisy & Plume
back, have never seen one w/this back

pattern

276. M'burg Poppy ruffled compote -
amethyst - very rare compote

jP.'o 277j Rustic 16" vase - amethyst
|C'-i 276. Wishbone 10" ruffled bowl - amethyst
1^74 279. Grape Delight nut bowl - blue
/O '1280. Grape & Cable powder jar - amethyst - in
^  demand

tKb 281. Stag & Holly IC shaped large size bowl -
/  blue - scarce
282. Stag & Holly IC shaped large size bowl -

marigold
i.^N 283. Captive Rose tightly crimped edge bowl -

amethyst
/o.-s 284. Grape & Cable bon bon - blue - rare color

285. Stippled Grape & Cable bon bon - blue

aW 272

((< 286
^287

^288.

2£nD289.

290.

- very rare stippled, nice
Lion's ruffled bowl - marigold
N's Peacock at Urn master IC bowl - ice

291.
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,20C.293.
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blue - very rare & desirable, a
collector's favorite

Persian Medallion large ruffled bowl -
amethyst

Grape & Cable hatpin holder - Ice blue
- very nice example, dark & beautiful
Persian Medallion 6" plate - marigold
Daisy & Plume ftd rosebowl w/Berry
interior - purple - minor nicks on toes
Knotted Beads CRE 10" vase - marigold
Petal & Fan crimped edge 6" plate -
purple - scarce
N's Stippled Rays deep ruffled bowl -
amethyst

Stippled Grape & Cable ruffled bowl
w/ribbed back - marigold - has
outstanding color & irid.
N's Thin Rib 10" vase - purple

Grape & Cable perfume w/no stopper-
amethyst

Fine Cut & Roses candy dish - aqua
opal - rare piece,-cperfcct feet w/nice
opal & irid.
Inverted Thistle tumbler - amethyst -
scarce

Australian Magpie large ruffled bowl -
purple - nice
Octagon milk pitcher - marigold
Hearts & Flowers PCE bowl - amethyst
- very rare bowl w/this edge, nice
Ripple 12" vase - amethyst - pretty
Waterlily ftd ruffled sauce - blue
Spirilex 10" vase - peach opal
Orange Tree ftd fruit bowl - marigold
Feathered Serpent large size ruffled bowl
- green

Grape & Cable dresser tray - purple -
scarce & nice

Coin Dot ruffled bowl - vaseline - unusual

color

Grape & Cable 6" handgrip plate - purple
- scarce

N's Peacock at Urn IC sauce - purple -
nice

N's Polnsettia & Lattice ruffled ftd bowl

- blue - outstanding, has 1/4"

separation on edge
Raspberry gravy boat - purple - nice, one
foot has minor nick

Round Up 3 in 1 edge deep bowl •
peach opal - gorgeous

•I-
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Nippon ruffled bowl - green - very nice
Acorn Burrs 6 pc. punch set - green -
outstanding set, very pretty, a favorite*
in punch sets, rare
Plume Panels 10" vase - blue -

Stippled Good Luck ruffled bowl -
marigold - very nice

Sailboats wine - marigold
Blackberry Open Edge 2 sides up basket
- blue

Grape & Cable ruffled bowl - purple -
electric

Fine Rib 8" vase - blue

Grape & Cable centerpiece bowl - purple
- cracked

Persian Garden large size ruffled bowl
- peach opal - outstanding opal
M'burg Nesting Swan ruffled bowl -
amethyst - scarce

^/^327.

328,

3b 329.

70 330.

67 331.

211^332.
7.7333.
^334.
70 335.

7(7 336.
Q)^ 337.

SD 338.

339.

RetenFtabbIt ruffled bowl - marigold -
extremely rare bowl, nice
270 round compote - marigold on
milkglass
Orange Tree ruffled compote - marigold
Pinecone 6" ruffled bowl - blue

Grape & Cable sherberts (2)^purple -
choice

Diamond & Column 16" CRE vase - blue

Fenton's Thin Rib 16" vase - blue

Good Luck ruffled bowl - green - new!
Diamond Columns 10" vases (2)
amethyst - choice
Miniature Morning Glory 6" vase - green
Dugan Cherries ftd ruffled bowl - peach
opal
Holly CRE ruffled hatshape - marigold
Peacock at Urn ruffled compote -
marigold
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